
June 25 training day - Head swinging, and more than three drill combined. 

 

Handlers were instructed to: keep dog watching thrown bird, until the handler told dog to move to next 

station(gunners assisted if needed), all dogs ran as a quad, and all dogs were taught success threw gunner 

assistance (non verbal). Older dogs often stop at three birds, so gunner assisted (non verbal) move to fourth 

station. 

  

1.  Wind slightly off our back from left to right at 5 to 6 MPH.  Quad. 

First bird far right (duck) at 75 yards thrown left to right in 6inch tall wheat stubble. 

Second bird, middle right(duck) 95 yards thrown right to left in 6 inch tall wheat stubble( dog had to angle 

across from alfalfa field). Thrower was 55 yards from far right thrower. 

Third bird, middle left (duck) 125 yards thrown right to left in alfalfa. Thrower was 115 yards from middle left 

thrower. 

Go bird, far left (pheasant) 100 yards thrown right to left in alfalfa. Thrower was 85 yards from middle left 

thrower. 

Honor after picking up marks, placed on right to prevent running dog from crossing path(going in front of 

honor to retrieve go bird) 

  

2. Crosswind from right to left at 5 to 6 MPH.  Quad. 

First bird far left(simulated duck flyer with crates) at 150 yards thrown right to left in alfalfa, dog had to cut 

corner of four foot corn. 

Second bird, middle left(duck) 95 yards thrown left to right in 6 inch tall wheat stubble( dog had to angle 

across from alfalfa field). Thrower 65 yards from far left thrower. 

Third bird, middle right (duck) 125 yards thrown left to right in 6inch tall wheat stubble (dog had to angle 

across alfalfa field). Thrower was 60 yards from middle left thrower. 

Go bird, far right (pheasant) 100 yards thrown left to right in alfalfa. Thrower was 110 yards from middle right 

thrower. 

Honor after picking up marks, placed on right to prevent running dog from crossing path(going in front of 

honor to retrieve go bird). 
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